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Hama Flex tripod Smartphone/Action camera 3 leg(s) Black, Red

Brand : Hama Product code: 00004609

Product name : Flex

- Flexible camera tripod for exceptional recordings with a smartphone and GoPro
- Sensational, versatile photos and videos from original perspectives and unusual places
- Stepless, individually bendable tripod legs — adaptable to many surfaces and objects and can be used
as a hand-held tripod
- For selfies and videos, perfect for video diaries, blogs and ideal for travel and out and about
- No more wobbly, skewed selfies
- Tripod legs encased in high quality foam for maximum flexibility and grip, making them especially
pleasant to use in cold weather
- Extremely flexible, suitable for a smartphone width from 5.5 – 7.8 cm (in horizontal format) thanks to
the clamp spring holder
Mini-Tripod for Smartphone and GoPro, 14 cm, black
Hama Flex. Number of legs: 3 leg(s). Height (max): 14 cm, Height (min): 7 cm, Weight: 70 g. Product
colour: Black, Red

Features

Purpose * Smartphone/Action camera
Number of legs * 3 leg(s)
Number of leg sections 1
Product colour * Black, Red

Features

Material Aluminium

Weight & dimensions

Height (min) 7 cm
Height (max) * 14 cm
Weight 70 g
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